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Agenda

1. Agenda bashing, Bluesheets, Note takers, WG Status update - 10 mins

2. PANA MIB 10 Mins
   - I-D: draft-fajardo-pana-pana-mib-00 V. Fajardo

3. PANA State machine (Resolve last call issues) 5 Mins
   - I-D: draft-ietf-pana-statemachine-07 V. Fajardo

4. Pre-authentication Support for PANA 10 Mins
   - I-D: draft-ietf-pana-preauth-03 B. Patil

5. Application of PANA framework to DSL networks 10 Mins
   - draft-ietf-pana-panaoverdsl-00 L. Morand
6. Definition of Master Key between PANA Client and EP  5 Mins
   ● I-D: draft-ohba-pana-pemk-02  A. Yegin

7. Next steps
WG/Doc status
WG documents

- PANA State machine I-D (draft-ietf-pana-statemachine-07) completed last call
  - To be sent to AD for progressing it towards publication as an informational RFC

- Revised I-Ds:
  - draft-ietf-pana-preauth-03

- New WG document:
  - draft-ietf-pana-panaoverdsl-00

- Document being considered as WG document:
  - draft-ohba-pana-pemk-02
Next Steps
Next Steps

- Submit State machine I-D to AD
- WG last call on the preauth I-D
- Consensus call on draft-ohba-pana-pemk-02
- Find a volunteer to take over and revise the PANA-IPsec I-D
Thank You!